Two new asynchronous modulation techniques for molecular timing channels are proposed. One is based on modulating information on the time between two consecutive releases of indistinguishable information particles, and one is based on using distinguishable particles. For comparison, we consider the synchronized modulation scheme where information is encoded in the time of release and decoded from the time of arrival of particles. We show that all three modulation techniques result in a system that can be modeled as an additive noise channel, and we derive the expression for the probability density function of the noise. Next, we focus on binary communication and derive the associated optimal detection rules for each modulation. Since the noise associated with these modulations has an infinite variance, geometric power is used as a measure for the noise power, and we derive an expression for the geometric signal-to-noise ratio (G-SNR) for each modulation scheme. Numerical evaluations indicate that for these systems the bit error rate (BER) is constant at a given G-SNR, similar to the relation between BER and SNR in additive Gaussian noise channels. We also demonstrate that the asynchronous modulation based on two distinguishable particles can achieve a BER performance close to the synchronized modulation scheme.
such as concentration [6] , type, ratio [7] , number [8] , time of release [9] , or a combination of these techniques [3] . Moreover, information particles can be transported from the transmitter to the receiver using diffusion [10] , active transport [11] , bacteria [12] , and/or flow (or advection) [13] . Between all these techniques, diffusion and flow-based propagation are the easiest to implement, and a few experimental platforms have been built to demonstrate molecular communication based on these transport mechanisms [14] [15] [16] .
In this work we focus on modulation techniques for molecular communication and their corresponding system models. Most prior work on modulation techniques rely on the concentration or the type of the released particles. For example in [17] , the order of release of consecutive distinguishable particles is proposed for encoding information. In this work, we consider molecular timing (MT) channels where timing-based modulation is employed. Only a few works have considered this type of modulation: In [9] the time of release of the particles is used for encoding information, while in [18] the information is encoded in the time interval between two pulse releases of information particles in mirofluidic channels.
The work [19] showed that in the case of timing-based modulation, where information is encoded on the release timing of particles, and the transport mechanism is diffusion assisted by constant laminar flow, the channel can be represented as an additive noise channel. In this case the noise term follows the inverse Gaussian (IG) distribution. Capacity bounds for the additive IG noise channel, in bits per channel use, under an average delay constraint, were derived in [19] and [20] . In [1] , we have shown that in the case of timing-based modulation, where information is encoded on the release timing of particles, and pure diffusive transport (i.e., diffusion without any flow) is employed, the channel can be represented as an additive noise channel where the noise follows the Lévy distribution. The capacity of this channel was studied in [21] [22] [23] [24] , and it was shown that this capacity can increase poly-logarithmically with respect to the number of simultaneously released particles. A sequence detector for this modulation scheme was presented in [25] .
In this work, we propose two asynchronous timing-based modulation techniques and compare them with the synchronized timing modulation considered in prior work [25] [26] [27] . These systems can be represented by an additive noise channel, and for diffusion-based MT (DBMT) systems in a 1-dimensional environment the noise falls in the stable distribution family [28] . The models considered in this paper can be used to represent molecular channels for communication on bio-chips. In bio-chips, components within a chip, such as a storage unit, a molecular processing unit, sorting unit, etc. are connected by narrow microfluidic links. Since these links are very narrow, they are well approximated as a 1-dimensional environment. Moreover, the transmitter and the receiver in these applications can be designed with great precision [29] , [30] .
The three systems considered in this paper are as follows. First, we consider a synchronized MT system, where information is encoded in the release timing of information particles (system A); second, an asynchronous MT system is proposed where information is encoded in the time between two consecutive releases of indistinguishable information particles (system B); and finally, another asynchronous MT system is considered where information is encoded in the time between two consecutive releases of distinguishable information particles (system C). Fig. 1 depicts all three systems. One of the main motivations for proposing these new modulations is the challenge of synchronization. In particular, for some applications involving micro and nano-scale devices, it may be difficult to synchronize the transmitter and the receiver due to their small size and limited power. In this case, the modulation scheme in system A, which has been used in previous works, may be too difficult to implement in practice. The newly presented modulation schemes in systems B and C, however, do not require synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver. These modulations are analogous to differential phase-shift keying (PSK) in that the asynchronous MT modulations do not require an absolute time reference, while the differential PSK does not require an absolute phase reference.
It must be noted that stable distributed noise arises in system models for a number of different applications. Therefore, the results of this paper could also be applicable in those areas. Specifically, in [31] , alpha-stable distributed noise was used to model room acoustics. In radio communications, symmetric alpha-stable distributions were used to model impulsive non-Gaussian noise such as those that exists in ultra-wide bandwidth systems [32] , [33] . Capacity bounds for a special class of alpha-stable additive noise channels were provided in [34] and [35] . Although in this work we focus on additive stable distributed noise channels in the context of molecular timing channels, the analysis and the results are applicable to the general detection problem in additive stable distributed noise channels.
There are only three classes of stable distributions with closed-form probability density functions (PDF) in terms of elementary functions: Gaussian, Cauchy, and Lévy. In this work, we derive closed-form expressions for the PDFs of the noise terms in systems B and C in terms of the complex error function and Voigt functions [36] , [37] , which are used in other fields of science such as physics. Thus we develop new closed-form PDF results for a subclass of stable noise distributions in terms of the Voigt functions, which can be efficiently calculated numerically [38] , [39] , and can be approximated using elementary functions in some special cases [40] .
To compare the performance of the three proposed modulation schemes, we consider a binary communication system and derive the optimal detection rule for each modulation technique. Since the system noise in all three cases is heavytailed with infinite variance, the standard definition of signal power, used in electromagnetic communication, is not suitable. Instead, we derive the expressions for the geometric power [41] of a large class of stable distributions, and use it to represent the noise power. Furthermore, instead of using the well known signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) metric, we use the geometric SNR (G-SNR) [41] metric, which is given by the geometric power of the signal divided by the geometric power of the noise with some normalization constants. Based on numerical evaluations we observe that for the modulations considered, the bit error rate (BER) is constant for a given G-SNR regardless of the geometric signal power and the geometric noise power.
Based on the above derivations, we next use numerical evaluations to compare the BER of all three systems. We show that system B with indistinguishable particles exhibits the highest BER, while system A achieves the lowest BER. This indicates that time-synchronized transmission over MT channels, i.e., Modulation A, works better than the other two modulations considered. We further show that by adjusting the diffusion coefficients of the information particles in system C, which is an asynchronous transmission, the BER can approach the BER of system A, where full synchronization is assumed. However, this comes at the cost of added system complexity where both the transmitter and receiver must be capable of transmitting and detecting two distinguishable particles.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the three timing-based modulation techniques, and derive an additive noise system model for each of them. In Section III we focus on the diffusion-based propagation and derive the PDF for the additive noise term for each system. In Section IV, binary communication is studied, and the optimal detectors are derived. The geometric power of the noise and the G-SNR of each system are derived in Section V. Numerical BER evaluations of the proposed modulation techniques are presented in Section VI, and concluding remarks are provided in Section VII.
Notation: We denote the set of real numbers by R, and the set of positive real numbers by R + . Other than these sets, we denote sets with calligraphic letters, e.g., T . We denote random variables (RV)s with upper case letters, e.g., X and Y, and their realizations with the corresponding lower case letters, e.g., x and y. We use f Y (y) to denote the PDF of a continuous RV Y on R, f Y |X (y|x ) to denote the conditional PDF of Y given X, and F Y (y) and F Y |X (y|x ) to denote the corresponding cumulative distribution functions (CDF). We use ϕ X (ω) to denote the characteristic function of the RV X and we use the notation X d = Y to denote the equality in distribution, i.e., X has the same PDF as Y. We use |·| to denote the absolute value, j √ −1 to denote the imaginary number, and {z } to denote the real part of the complex number z . Finally, erfc(·) is used to denote the complementary error function given by
II. SYSTEM MODELS
In this section we present three different timing-based modulation techniques, which results in three different MT system models. Note that there are no unified channel models for all possible modulation schemes in molecular communication, and typically each modulation yields a different channel model. To develop our model, we make the following assumptions about the system: A1) The transmitter perfectly controls the release time of each information particle, and the receiver perfectly measures the arrival times of the information particles. Furthermore, the transmitter and the receiver are perfectly synchronized in time, when synchronization is required by the modulation scheme. A2) Any information particle that arrives at the receiver is absorbed and hence is removed from the propagation medium. A3) All information particles propagate independently of each other, and their trajectories are random according to an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random process. This is a fair assumption for many different propagation schemes in molecular communication such as diffusion in dilute solutions, i.e., when the number of particles released is much smaller than the number of molecules of the solutions. A4) There is no inter-symbol interference (ISI) between consecutive channel uses. 1 In practice this assumption can be satisfied if the time between consecutive channel uses is large enough or if chemical reactions are used to dissipate the particles [42] . A5) Initially, there are no information particles in the environment and the particles that arrive at the receiver are the ones released by the transmitter. Note that these assumptions are typical in the study of molecular communication systems [20] , [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] .
Moreover, as our system uses molecular timing channels through microfluidic links on bio-chips, the assumptions can be satisfied as follows. In bio-chips, it is possible to release and detect information particles with great precision [29] , [30] (satisfies A1). Many detectors will remove the information particles as part of the detection process, e.g., by binding to a receptor, diffusion into a sensing layer, or chemical reactions (satisfies A2). The number of information particles released as part of the modulation techniques considered in this work are one or two (satisfies A3). The applications considered in this work are biological studies, where only a very few bits of information need to be transmitted followed by large periods of silence (satisfies A4). Finally, the microfluidic links can be carefully monitored and designed to exclude interfering molecules (satisfies A5).
The first MT system that we consider is the one proposed in [9] and [19] , where the information is encoded in the release timing of a single information particle. Let T x ∈ T ⊆ R + be the release time of the information particle at the transmitter. In this scheme, the information is modulated onto the release time itself. The released particle is then transported from the transmitter to the receiver, where the transport process is random. Let T y be the time of arrival at the receiver. Then we have
where T n is the random propagation delay of the information particle, which is the noise term in this channel. One of the main challenges of this modulation scheme is the need for synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver. In this work, whenever system A is used we assume that the transmitter and the receiver are perfectly synchronized.
To overcome this synchronization challenge, we propose two new modulation schemes in which information is modulated on the time duration between two consecutive releases of information particles. The receiver decodes the information from the time between the arrivals of two molecules. Note that in this case synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver is not required. Two cases are possible: either the two released information particles are indistinguishable at the receiver, or the two released information particles are distinguishable at the receiver.
We first consider the case where both information particles are indistinguishable. Without loss of generality, let T x 1 be the release timing of the first information particle and let T x 2 be the release timing for the second information particle, with T x 2 > T x 1 . Thus, the information is encoded in L x = T x 2 − T x 1 . Using (1), the system model for this modulation scheme is given by:
where L n = T n 2 − T n 1 is the random noise term in this system, and T n 2 and T n 1 are the random propagation delays for the first and the second particles as in (1) . Note that the absolute value in the system formulation is due to the fact that both information particles are indistinguishable, and therefore the receiver can observe only the absolute difference of arrival times.
The last modulation scheme uses the time between releases of two distinguishable information particles (i.e., two different particle types) to encode information. Let T a x be the release timing of the type-a information particle and let T b
x be the release timing of the type-b information particle. We assume that the information is encoded in Z
Unlike (2) where L x is always positive, Z x can be positive or negative depending on the order that the type-a and type-b information particles are released. Using (1), the system model for this scheme is given by:
where Z n = T b n − T a n is the random additive noise term in this system, and T b n and T a n are the random propagation delays for the type-a and type-b particles as in (1) . Again, no synchronization is required between the transmitter and receiver. Fig. 1 summarizes all three modulation techniques.
Note that the proposed modulation schemes and their corresponding system models could be applied to any type of propagation model through the medium as long as Assumptions A1)-A4) are not violated. In the next section, we derive the distribution of the noise terms for the proposed MT systems, when diffusion propagation is used for particle transport.
III. NOISE MODELS FOR DBMT SYSTEMS
In the rest of this work we focus on DBMT systems where diffusion is used for particle transport. In particular, in this section we derive the PDF of the noise terms T n , L n , and Z n for DBMT systems in (1)-(3), and discuss some of the properties of these RVs.
A. System A
To specify the random additive noise term T n in system A, we define a Lévy-distributed RV as follows.
Definition 1 (Lévy Distribution): Let the RV X be Lévy-distributed with location parameter μ and scale parameter c [28] . Then its PDF is given by:
its characteristic function is given by:
and its CDF is given by:
Throughout the paper, we use the notation X ∼ L (μ, c) to indicate a Lévy RV with parameters μ and c.
Assumption A2) implies that the distribution of T n is the distribution of the first hitting time (first arrival at the receiver) of a particle transported via diffusion without flow. In previous works, it was shown that the first hitting time for a diffusion channel with constant drift (i.e., flow) in 1-dimensional space follows the inverse Gaussian distribution [19] . In this work, we consider the pure diffusion channel with no flow. Let d denote the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and D denote the diffusion coefficient of the information particles in the propagation medium. Following along the lines of the derivations in [19, Sec. II], and using [51, Sec. 2.6.A], it can be shown that for 1-dimensional pure diffusion, the propagation time of each of the information particles follows a Lévy distribution, and therefore the noise in system A is distributed as
The PDF and CDF of the standardized (i.e., with μ = 0 and c A = 1) Lévy noise are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
Remark 1: In [52] it is shown that for an infinite, threedimensional homogeneous medium without flow, and a spherically absorbing receiver, the first arrival time follows a scaled Lévy distribution. Therefore, the results presented in this paper can be extended to 3-D space by simply introducing a scalar multiple in the noise distribution.
B. System B
To find the noise distribution of the system in (2), we first discuss the class of probability distributions known as stable distributions [28] , [53] . Note that the Lévy distribution belongs to this class.
Definition 2 (Stable Distributions):
A RV X has a stable distribution if for two independent copies X 1 and X 2 , and positive constants a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ∈ R + and a 4 ∈ R, the following holds:
Stable distributions can also be defined via their characteristic function.
Definition 3 (Characteristic Function of a Stable
Then, the characteristic function of a stable RV X, with location parameter μ, scale parameter c, characteristic exponent α, and skewness parameter β, is given by:
In the following, we use the notation S (μ, c, α, β) to represent a stable distribution with the parameters μ, c, α, and β. Only the PDFs of three classes of stable distributions are known to have closed-form expressions in terms of elementary functions: the Gaussian distribution with α = 2 (the value of β does not matter in this case and can be assumed to be zero), the Lévy distribution with α = 1 2 and β = 1, and the Cauchy distribution with α = 1 and β = 0. Generally, the parameters α and β define a subclass within the stable distribution family. Next, we introduce some important properties of stable distributions [28] .
Property 2: LetX ∼ S (0, 1, α, β) be the standard form of a stable RV with parameters α and β. Then the PDF and the CDF of any RV X ∼ S (μ, c, α, β) can be calculated as
Using this property, the standard PDF and CDF of a stable RV can be used to calculate probabilities involving nonstandard stable RVs just like the way the standard Gaussian PDF and CDF are used to calculate probabilities involving non-standard Gaussian RVs.
Property 3: The PDFs of stable RVs with β = 0 are symmetric around μ.
Property 4: If X is a standardized (i.e., with μ = 0 and c = 1) stable RV with parameters 0 < α < 2 and β, then as x → ∞,
Remark 2: Using this property it can be shown that for a stable distributed RV X with parameter α, the moments of order greater than α (i.e., E[|X | α ]) are infinite. Therefore, all stable distributions with α < 2 have infinite variances, and all stable distributions with α < 1 have infinite mean values.
With these definitions we now model the noise term L n in (2) .
where d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver and D is the diffusion coefficient of the information particles. Then, the characteristic function of the noise term L n is given by:
Since T n 1 and T n 2 are independent, the characteristic function for L n is given by
Thus, using the expression in (7) we conclude that L n ∼ S (0, c B , 1 2 , 0). Remark 3: If the same type of particle is used in system A and system B, and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver is the same, then the scale parameter c in the noise term for system B is four times greater than the scale parameter for system A, i.e., c B = 4c A .
To find an expression for the PDF of the noise term L n in (2), we first define the following functions. Let K(a,b) and L(a,b), a ∈ R, b ∈ R + , be the complex and imaginary Voigt functions [54] , given by :
and
The Voigt functions, which are widely used in the fields of physics, astronomy, and chemistry, can be computed efficiently and quickly numerically [38] , [39] . Moreover, for some special cases (e.g., b 0), analytical approximations of these functions exist in terms of elementary functions [40] . We further define:
The PDF of L n is stated in the following theorem:
. Then the PDF of L n is given by:
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.
In this work, we do not provide an expression for the CDF of the noise terms F Ln ( n ), and it would be difficult to integrate (2) to obtain the CDF. However, the CDF can be calculated numerically using the methods described in [55, Sec. 3] . Moreover, tables of the standardized CDF could be used to calculate probabilities involving the noise term. Figs. 2 and 3 depict the PDF and CDF for the standardized noise term L n with c B = 1.
C. System C
We first note that the noise Z n given in (3) is fundamentally different from the noise L n in system B since the two different types of information particles may have different diffusion coefficients. Let D a be the diffusion coefficient of information particle a, and D b be the diffusion coefficient for the information particle b. We define c C
. Furthemore, without loss of generality, we assume that particle a is released before particle b. We now model the noise term Z n in (3).
Theorem 3: The characteristic function for the noise term Z n is given by:
and T n b are independent, the characteristic function of Z n is given by:
Thus, using the expression in (7) we conclude that Z n ∼ S (0, c C , 1 2 , β C ). Remark 4: When the diffusion coefficients of the two particles are approximately the same, i.e., D a ≈ D b , the distribution of Z n approaches the distribution L n (i.e., β C ≈ 0). On the other hand, when D a D b or D a D b , then β C ≈ ±1 which implies that Z n is Lévy distributed. Therefore, when one information particle has a much higher diffusion coefficient than the other, system C can be reduced to system A with the added benefit that no synchronization is required between the transmitter and the receiver. However, this comes at a cost of: 1) Using two particles instead of one; and 2) The resulting system A has a scaling parameter that corresponds to the smaller diffusion coefficient.
To derive the PDF of Z n we first define the following two functions:
where K(a,b) and L(a,b) are the real and imaginary Voigt functions given in (14) and (15) , respectively. The PDF of Z n is now stated in the following theorem:
Then the PDF of Z n is given by:
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix B. Again, we do not provide an expression for the CDF of the noise terms F Zn (z n ), instead we note that it can be numerically calculated using the methods of [55, Sec. 3] . Figs. 2 and 3 depict the PDF and CDF for the standardized noise term Z n with c C = 1 and four different values for β C . Note that for β C = 0 the distribution and the density functions of the noise Z n in System C are the same as the noise L n in system B. This is due to the diffusion coefficient of type-a and type-b particles being equal, which means that both particle types have the same random propagation delay characteristics.
Remark 5: Moving from a 1-D space to a 3-D space, there is a probability that the particle will never arrive at the receiver (see [52] ). For systems B and C, both particles must arrive for error free communication. Conditioned on the event that the two particles arrive, the noise distribution will be the same as the 1-D case. Therefore, in 3-D, the noise distribution will be scaled by the probability of the event that both particles arrive.
IV. OPTIMAL DETECTION IN BINARY DBMT SYSTEMS
In this section, we consider equiprobable binary transmission over the three different DBMT systems. Using the noise models developed in the previous section, we characterize the optimal detection rule for each modulation.
A. System A
For system A, we assume that the transmission symbols are T x ∈ {0, Δ}, where Δ > 0. Using Property 2, we write the distribution of the output probability, conditioned on the input, in terms of the standard Lévy distributionT n ∼ L (0, 1) as follows:
As the two transmitted symbols are equiprobable, the detector that minimizes the probability of error is the maximum likelihood (ML) detector. In this work we assume both the 0-bit and the 1-bit are equiprobable and apply the ML detector. In this case, the likelihood ratio is given by:
and optimal detection can be done by a comparison of the log likelihood ratio (LLR) to zero, i.e.,
log(Λ A (t y )
)
Note that the proof of the existence of the optimal threshold value is straightforward using the fact that stable distributions are unimodal [53, Th. 2.7.6], and that for the noise term T n the mode is at c/3. Therefore, there exists a threshold Δ < th
, [27] . The top plot in Figure 4 shows the optimal threshold for the case when Δ = 1, the distance is d = 1 and the diffusion coefficient is D = 0.5. The probability of error for system A is now given by:
where FT n (t) is the CDF of a standard Lévy RV.
B. System B
For system B we assume that the input is L x ∈ {0, Δ}, where L x = 0 represents two particles released simultaneously, while L x = Δ represents two particles released Δ seconds apart. LetL n ∼ S (0, 1, 1 2 , 0) be the standard form of the noise term in (2) . The PDF of the output L y , given the input L x , is provided in the following proposition.
Proposition 1: The system output L y , given the system input L x , has the PDF:
Proof: It is clear from the system definition that when L y < 0 the PDF is 0 (i.e., the time between two arrival times is not negative). When L y = 0, we have f Ly |Lx (0|L x = 0) = f Ln (0), and f Ly |Lx (0|L x = Δ) = f Ln (Δ). To derive the PDF value for L y > 0, we use the fact that the CDF of L y given L x = x ≥ 0 can be obtained from the CDF ofL n as
By differentiating with respect to y , and setting x = 0 and x = Δ, we obtain (33) and (34) , respectively. Similarly to (28) , the likelihood ratio for the ML detector for system B is given by:
The following theorem states that, just like in the case of system A, the ML detector can be implemented by comparing log(Λ B ( y )) to zero. Fig. 4 . The ML optimal decision threshold for the three systems.
Theorem 5: There exists a fixed threshold th B > Δ 2 such that the ML detector in the case of system B is given by:
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix C. The middle plot in Fig. 4 depicts the optimal threshold for the case when Δ = 1, the distance is d = 1 and the diffusion coefficient is D = 0.5. Since the closed-form expression for the CDF of the noise term is unknown, this threshold is calculated numerically. Finally, the probability of error for binary communication over system B is given by:
Thus, similarly to the case of system A, the probability of error can be calculated using the standard form of the noise term.
C. System C Recall that for system C the two particles are distinguishable, and Z x = T x b − T xa is the time interval between the releases of particles b and a. Here, we assume information is encoded in the order of release. The input Z x ∈ {−Δ, Δ} is now given by:
Note that similarly to systems A and B, the information is encoded over the time period Δ.
LetZ n ∼ (0, 1, 1 2 , β C ) be the standard form of the noise term in (3) . Then the PDF of the output given the input is given by
Again, to minimize the probability of error at the receiver, the ML detector is used. Let th C be the optimal ML detection threshold for this system. It is easy to see that this threshold exists for system C since stable distributions are unimodal and the two PDFs are shifted versions of each other. The bottom plot in Figure 4 shows the optimal threshold for the case when Δ = 1, the distance is d = 1 and the diffusion coefficients are D a = 1 and D b = 0.5. The probability of error is now given by:
which can be calculated using the CDF of the standard form of the noise term.
V. GEOMETRIC POWER AND G-SNR
We first note that all stable distributions, apart from the case α = 2, have infinite variance, and all stable distributions with α ≤ 1 also have infinite mean. In fact, this statement can be generalized to moments of order p ≤ α, see [41] . Therefore, the conventional notion of power, which is based on the variance of a signal, is not informative in the case of stable RVs with α < 2 as, regardless of the specific distribution, the conventional power is infinity. In this section we use a more generalized definition of power, the geometric power, as proposed in [41, Sec. III] . This definition uses zero-order statistics, i.e., it is based on logarithmic "moments" of the form E[ log |N |].
Definition 4 (Geometric Power): The geometric power of the RV N is given by:
In the following we use the terms noise power and the geometric power of the noise interchangeably. 2 In [41, Prop. 1], an expression for the geometric power of a symmetric stable distribution is presented. Property 3 implies that symmetric stable distributions are in fact S (0, c, α, 0) . This expression can therefore be used to calculate the geometric power of the noise term L N in system B. Yet, this expression is not applicable for the noise terms of systems A and C in which β = 0. The following theorem characterizes the geometric power of almost all stable distributions. Theorem 6: Let N ∼ S (0, c, α, β) , where α = 1, or α = 1 and β = 0. Then, the geometric power of N is given by:
, (43) where G γ = e γ , and γ ≈ 0.5772 is the Euler's constant [56, Ch. 5.2] .
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix D.
Remark 6: For the systems considered in this paper, since α = 1 2 , the noise power simplifies to:
Note that in this case, the noise power increases with respect to β (the degree of skewness) and c (the scale parameter). We now define the geometric SNR (G-SNR) as in [41, Sec. III]:
Definition 5 (Geometric Signal-to-Noise Ratio): Let X be the input signal in an additive-noise channel with a random noise N. Then the G-SNR is defined as:
where X max and X min are the maximum and minimum admissible values for the channel input X. The normalizing term 1 2Gγ is used to ensure that the G-SNR corresponds to the standard SNR in the case of an additive Gaussian noise channel. Using this definition and Theorem 6, the G-SNR for systems A and C is defined as follows:
Remark 7: Note that system B involves an absolute value operation, thus, the G-SNR of system B cannot be obtained based on the techniques used to derive the G-SNR for systems A and C. Since the absolute value operation can only degrade the detection performance, calculating the G-SNR of the system L y = L x + L n can serve as an upper bound on the G-SNR of system B. This upper bound is given by:
This implies that the BER of the ML detector for system B is higher than the BER of the ML detector for the system L y = L x + L n , as indicated in Section VI.
Remark 8: When the diffusion coefficient and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver are the same, the G-SNR of system A is four times larger than the G-SNR of system B since c B = 4c A . This implies that on top of the fact that two information particles are released in system B while only a single particle is released in system A, the gain from synchronization is a factor of 1 4 in the noise geometric power. Remark 9: For system C let r = D a /D b be the ratio of the diffusion coefficient of the two information particles. Then the noise parameters can be written as c C =
Next, assume that the diffusion coefficient D b is fixed, and the diffusion coefficient of D a can be changed. In this case the noise geometric power is proportional to 1 r , which decreases as r increases. This also implies that the G-SNR increases with r. From the expression for β C and c C we observe that β c → 1 and c C → d 2 2D b , when r → ∞. Thus, in this case, system C reduces to system A, while no synchronization is required between the transmitter and the receiver. Yet, this comes at a cost of using two different information particles. Note that this cost is captured in the G-SNR expression since the geometric power of the transmitted signal in system C is four times that of systems A and B, which can result in as much as 4 times improvement in G-SNR.
VI. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
We start this section by evaluating the affects of the G-SNR, provided in (45), on the BER performance of the three modulation schemes. In the additive white Gaussian noise channel the BER of the ML detector is only a function of SNR, namely, for a fixed SNR, the individual values of the signal power and the noise power do not affect the BER. To evaluate if this property also holds for the three MT systems, we consider system C which can be specialized to both systems A and B using different values of the parameter β C , see (46)- (47) . Thus, we evaluate if a constant BER is observed for a fixed value of G-SNR. Figs. 5 and 6 depict BER versus Δ for two values of G-SNR: 1 and 10. In these plots, the x-axis corresponds to the values of Δ. For each point in the plot, the value of the noise parameter c C is calculated such that G-SNR is either 1 (Fig. 5) or 10 (Fig. 6) . The BER is then numerically calculated using these values based on (41) . It can clearly be observed that the BER is constant for a given G-SNR regardless of the value of Δ and c C . It can further be observed that the BER decreases as β C → 1, which is in agreement with Remark 9. Fig. 7 depicts the BER versus G-SNR for the different modulation techniques. For system C, five different values of β C = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.95 are considered. The asynchronous scheme in system B with indistinguishable particles achieves the highest BER, while system A, which assumes perfect synchronization, achieves the lowest BER. The gap between these can be thought of as the cost of having no synchronization. Note that in system A, a single particle is released, while in system B two particles are released.
For system C it can be observed that by using two distinguishable particles, the BER improves compared to system B. Note that when β C = 0 the noise distribution is the same as that in system B. In this case, when the dispersion parameter c is the same for both systems, the G-SNR of system C is four times larger than G − SNR ub B in (48) . Yet, Fig. 7 indicates that even for β C = 0 the BER of system C is lower than the BER of system B. This demonstrates the Fig. 7 . BER versus G-SNR in dB for each modulation scheme. destructive effect of the absolute value operation as indicated in Remark 7. Finally, we observe that as β C increases the BER of system C decreases, while when β C → 1 the BER of system C approaches the BER of system A. In this case, asynchronous communication is possible with the same BER performance as synchronized communication at the cost of using two distinguishable particles.
We conclude the numerical evaluations with a case study. We consider a DBMT system where the distance between the transmitter and the receiver is d = 20 μm. Assume that the receiver is capable of detecting insulin molecules, which has a diffusion coefficient of D I = 150 μm 2 /s [3] . From these values the noise parameters c A and c B can be calculated for the modulation techniques represented by systems A and B. For system C, we consider six different particles as candidates for the second distinguishable particle. These particles are assumed to have diffusion coefficients ranging from 30 μm 2 /s (e.g., diffusion coefficient of DNA) to 930 μm 2 /s (e.g., diffusion coefficient of glycerol). Fig. 8 depicts the results. In order to further evaluate the correctness of the analytical results, we also perform Monte Carlo simulations. It can be observed that the theoretical results (line plots) match perfectly with the results of the Monte Carlo simulations (point plots). The asynchronous modulation scheme in system B with indistinguishable particles has the highest BER. Note that even the modulation scheme in system C where the diffusion coefficient of the second particle is one fifth of the diffusion coefficient of the particles used in system B (i.e., 30 μm 2 /s) has lower BER. For the modulation technique in system C, as the diffusion coefficient of the second particle increases, the BER decreases. The modulation in system A achieves the best BER performance, and this shows that transmitter-receiver synchronization could have a considerable effect on BER. Table I quantifies the BER for each case. Finally, recall that the above results are derived under the assumption of an ISI-free channel (see Assumption A4). This can be achieved by properly spacing the transmissions leading to relatively large symbol durations. We now discuss how large this duration should be for the different considered systems. Let T symbol denote the spacing between consecutive transmissions, and 0 < p clean < 1. Further, let T last denote the last particle arrival time calculated over the particles released in the current channel use. We propose to choose T symbol such that:
Hence, if p clean is a (fixed) value close to 1, then with high probability all the released particles arrive at the receiver before T symbol , implying that after this idle duration the channel can be used for another transmission. Moreover, the symbol duration T symbol can be found from the CDF of T last as a function of p clean . Note that the CDF of T last is different for each system considered. Yet, Assumption A3) implies that for all three systems the CDF of T last is the product of the CDFs of the propagation time of the individual particles (in the case of System A it is simply the CDF of the Lévy distribution). Fig. 9 depicts the calculated T symbol for the different systems with different diffusion coefficients. p clean was set to 0.99. It can be observed that due to the heavy tails of the propagation density, the symbol duration is almost constant as a function of Δ, and is much larger than Δ. It can further be observed that the order of the curves in Fig. 9 is almost identical to the order of the curves in Fig. 8 , where T symbol versus Δ under different modulation schemes, for p clean = 0.99. the exception is the curve corresponding to System B which requires almost the same T symbol as System C with the same diffusion coefficients. Note that the modulation in system A requires the smallest T symbol , thus, together with the results of Fig. 8 , we conclude that the performance gains obtained from transmitter-receiver synchronization are significant.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we considered two new asynchronous timingbased modulation techniques based on the time between release of two similar information particles, and the time between release of two different information particles. For evaluation, we compared the performance of these systems to the synchronized modulation based on the time of release of information particles. We showed that the three modulation techniques can be modeled as systems with an additive noise term, where for diffusion-based propagation, the noise terms are stable distributed. For the asynchronous systems, we derived the PDF of the additive noise in terms of the Voigt functions, which can be calculated efficiently and in some special cases be approximated using elementary functions. Using these PDFs we then characterized the ML detectors for each system. Since stable distributions, with the exception of the Gaussian distribution, have infinite variance, we used geometric power as a measure of strength of the noise. Using this approach, we derived the G-SNR for each modulation scheme for comparison. Numerical evaluations show that for a constant G-SNR the BER is constant. Therefore, the G-SNR in DBMT channels plays a similar role as the SNR in the additive Gaussian noise channels. Finally, we showed that, as expected, synchronization has a considerable effect on BER, where the first modulation scheme achieves the lowest BER. Moreover, we showed that it is possible to achieve a similar BER asynchronously if two distinguishable particles are used per bit.
As part of future work, we will explore extending the results to the case where multiple information particles are released simultaneously instead of one. Note that some of our current ongoing work has shown that simultaneously releasing multiple particles can improve the performance of the first system significantly [24] , [27] . We would like to extend these results to the asynchronous systems presented in this paper using order statistics.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We use Property 2, and find an expression for the standardized distribution with c B = 1. Then the PDF for any value of c B can be calculated using (8) . Let X ∼ S (0, 1, 1 2 , 0) be a standardized stable RV with parameters α = 1 2 and β = 0. Then the PDF of X is given by [57, Eq. (7.1)]:
where
is the Dawson's Integral [56, Eq. (7.2.5)], and
It is possible to rewrite (49) 
Using [56, Eq. (7.5.1)]:
and the property w (−z ) = 2e −z 2 − w (z ), we rewrite (49) as:
One of the benefits of writing the PDF in terms of the complex error function is that there are a large body of works that considered calculating it numerically. Moreover, if z = a+j b, for b>0 the complex error function can be represented by its real and imaginary parts as [37, Sec. 1]:
where K(a,b) and L(a,b) are the real and imaginary Voigt functions given in (14) and (15), respectively. Using Property 3, the PDF of X is symmetric. Hence, the density for X≥0 is sufficient for characterizing the whole PDF. Since β = 0, when X > 0, we can write z = p x − jp x where p x = 1/ √ 8x . Substituting (55) in (54) , the density of X, when X ≥ 0, can be written as:
where the value for x = 0 follows from [53, Eq. (2.2.11)]. Finally, the density for X < 0 is obtained using symmetry. The proof is completed by applying (8).
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We use Property 2, and find an expression for the standardized distribution with c C = 1. Thus, the PDF for any value of c C can be calculated using (8) . Let X ∼ S (0, 1, 1 2 , β C ) be the standardized stable RV with parameters α = 1 2 and β C . Using (54) , and recalling that β C = (
, we write (51) as z = p x −jq x when x > 0, where p x = (1 + β C )/( 8|x |) and q x = (1− β C )/( 8|x |). Similarly, we write (51) as z = −q x − jp x when x < 0. Using (54) and the Voigt functions decomposition of the Faddeeva function (55), the PDF of the standardized distribution is given by:
where, again, the value for x = 0 follows from [53, Eq. (2.2.11)]. The proof is completed by applying (8) .
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 5
We first observe that for y = 0, f Ly |Lx (0|0) > f Ly |Lx (0|Δ). This follows from the fact that stable distributions are unimodal, and the mode of the noise term L n is at = 0. Therefore, the threshold is located at th B > 0, and we focus of the case where y > 0. Note that in this case, due to the continuity and unimodality of stable distributions [53, Th. 2.7.6], both f Ly |Lx ( y |L x = 0) and f Ly |Lx ( y |L x = Δ) are continuous functions and unimodal. We now have the following lemma:
Lemma 1: If 0 < y ≤ Δ 2 , then f Ly |Lx ( y |L x = 0) > f Ly |Lx ( y |L x = Δ).
Proof: We first consider the system in (2) without the absolute value:L y = L x + L n . Here, fL y |Lx (l y |l x ) = f Ln (l y − l x ). Since stable distributions are unimodal, we have fL y |Lx (l y |L x = 0) > fL y |Lx (l y |L x = Δ), ∀l y < Δ 2 . Using the expression for the PDF of system (2) in (33)-(34) we obtain the desired result.
Lemma 2: If y > Δ 2 , then there exists a point th B such that for all Δ 2 < y < th B , f Ly |Lx ( y |L x = 0) > f Ly |Lx ( y |L x = Δ) and for all y > th B , f Ly |Lx ( y |L x = 0) ≤ f Ly |Lx ( y |L x = Δ).
Proof: Note that for y > Δ 2 , f Ln ( y ) < f Ln ( y − Δ). Moreover, note that f Ln ( ) is a smooth function and it is decreasing for > 0. Then clearly there exists a th B > Δ 2 such that:
which follows since the slope of f Ln ( ) for > 0 decreases, reaches a minimum, and then increases. Combining both Lemmas, the theorem is proved.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF THEOREM 6
To prove this theorem, we first derive E[|N | s ]. We write this expectation in integral form as: Further setting s = 0 results in:
We now define λ c α 1 + 
where γ is the Euler's constant [56, Ch. 5.2] . Finally, recalling that S 0 (N ) = e E[ log(|N |)] we conclude the proof.
